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Introduction
Rapid advances in mobile computing offer the
Department of Defense significant benefits.
Leveraging the capabilities of leading-edge mobile
devices within DoD could amplify the positive impact
of workforce mobility, enhance information security,
and instigate the modernization of aging information
technology infrastructure within the Pentagon.1 Yet
the department’s risk-averse culture and intractable
acquisition policies likely will cause it to squander
these opportunities in favor of outdated, more expensive, and less effective mobility solutions.
Commercial mobile devices are putting more
computing power in the hands of consumers than
ever before, delivering impressive capabilities at
higher performance levels. Increasing processor
speeds and more efficient power consumption –
alongside expanding data storage options, widening
global spectrum availability, and the proliferation of
more sophisticated sensors – are narrowing the gap
between what is achievable on a mobile device and
tasks that require a personal computer.2 In the next
few years, not only will handsets and tablets be able
to do more, but they also will offer increasingly robust
security measures, reaching new levels of physical
and data security.3
Early adoption of this next generation of mobile
devices would allow the Department of Defense

to improve information technology outcomes in the
Pentagon and, further, reclaim the role it played as a
technology leader decades ago, investing in nascent
internet and global positioning system technologies.
Embracing leading-edge mobility will revitalize workforce mobility, modernize information systems, and send
a demand signal to suppliers that will shape future commercial roadmaps in key technology areas with benefits
that extend to the warfighter, such as machine learning
and sensor development.4
To take this step, DoD will have to overhaul its existing
mobile policies and take a new approach to device procurement. Although some groups within the department,
including the Office of the Chief Information Officer,
are experimenting with new models of mobility, many
of the devices issued to employees are years behind
what is commercially available and their performance
is hindered by restrictive security measures.5 It is telling
that BlackBerry, the preferred handset manufacturer
among highly regulated industries, including DoD, is
struggling to keep up with its competitors in almost every
other marketplace and is attempting to offset poor device
sales by expanding the software and services side of their
business.6 If DoD continues to lag behind the commercial curve, they will spend more to maintain outdated
technology that delivers inferior security and business
outcomes.

In the next few years, not only will handsets and tablets be able
to do more, but they also will offer increasingly robust security
measures, reaching new levels of physical and data security.
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Slow to Adopt and Slow to Adapt
The department’s reliance on old information technology, even when new and better options are available,
is a consequence of applying inflexible, drawn-out procurement policies skeptical of commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) products to a field of technology that advances
and evolves rapidly. In an effort to limit risk, assumptions
about how mobile devices impact the security of DoD
information systems end up embedded in policy. As a
result, aging policies favor the preservation of familiar
but outdated technologies and information security techniques over modernization because they more accurately
match the requirements identified at the time the policy
was developed.
At the core of workforce mobility is improved connectivity to corporate data through small form factor
devices: handsets and tablets. The extent to which
businesses and organizations take advantage of mobility
depends both on the security of the devices in use –
including everything from hardware to applications
downloaded from the internet – and the level of risk
to corporate data those organizations are willing to
assume.7 Until recently, mobile devices were significantly
less secure than their larger form factor counterparts
(desktop and laptop computers), lacking the physical
space, power, and energy to support comparable security
features. Consequently, integrating mobile devices
into heavily regulated industries has often required a
trade-off that prioritizes security through strict control
over device capabilities and use cases at the cost of the
user experience.
The assumption that mobile devices inherently pose
a higher degree of risk to the networks and information
they have access to underpins the procurement method
and model of workforce mobility the Department of
Defense employs today. Because COTS devices are perceived to be insecure, DoD only procures mobile devices
that are certified as in compliance with the Committee
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on National Security Systems Policy governing information technology acquisition and are configured according
to DoD Security Technical Implementation Guides.8
These devices are then issued to employees according
to a corporate-owned business-only (COBO) model that
prohibits personal use of DoD handsets.
Strict guidelines managing workforce mobility allow
the department to control what devices are capable of at
the hardware and software levels and how they are used,
such as by disabling cameras and Bluetooth transmissions and managing access to downloadable applications.
While this approach may help minimize some risks of
exposing DoD information systems and data to malicious
actors, it also turns highly capable pieces of technology
into devices that can perform only a few useful tasks –
namely, to send and receive email.
Letting outdated policies drive mobile technology
strategies will ultimately undermine the security of DoD
information systems as opportunities to take advantage
of new capabilities are left unexplored and employees,
looking to replicate the modern user experience achievable on their personal devices, start to work around the
system.9 Instead, DoD should endeavor to be an early
adopter, letting advanced mobile technology inspire new
use cases and applying policy to guide efficient adaption
and address gaps in security when necessary.

Aging policies favor the
preservation of familiar but
outdated technologies and
information security techniques
over modernization because
they more accurately match the
requirements identified at the
time the policy was developed.
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Snapshot of the DoD’s Mobility Program
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DoD Mobility Unclassified Capability

Allows government purchased commercial mobile devices access to:
‣Department of Defense Information Network
‣Defense Enterprise Email, calendar, contracts, tasks, and notes
‣Encrypted email capability
‣Approved applications

SECRET

DoD Mobility Classified Capability

Allows Defense Information Systems Agency provided, NSA approved
mobile devices access to:
‣Secret Internet Protocol Router Network
‣Domestic and international service

Release 2.0 device:
Samsung Galaxy

‣Secure Voice over Internet Protocol
‣Secure Outlook Web Access

Multi-vendor Approach
‣Mobile devices are purchased from vendors that participate in the National Information
Assurance Partnership and demonstrate compliance with the applicable technology
protection profile. Vendors include Samsung, Microsoft, Apple, LG, Boeing, and BlackBerry.
‣Operating systems in use are developed by vendors including Apple, Android, and Windows.
‣Cell phone carriers contracted include Apple, Android, and Windows.

Data from 2015 derived from the DoD CIO Mobility Industry Day Mobility Update/Overview (July 9, 2015).19
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An Alternative Model
Deploying leading-edge mobile technology will not only
modernize DoD workforce mobility, but also will enable
broader applications of mobile computing power that
can improve productivity, efficiency, and information
security. However, the extent to which DoD will experience the benefits of next-generation mobility will depend
heavily on the revision of outdated mobile procurement
policies and models of workforce mobility.
The Technology
In the next two to four years, commercial mobile devices
will have the right combination of hardware and computing power to drastically reduce the vulnerabilities
typically associated with mobility – from limiting the
impact of poor user behavior to protecting sensitive data
from malicious actors. The confluence of technological
advances in a few core areas will allow the next generations of handsets and tablets to offer a host of features
that, when combined, will vastly improve information
security. With this new baseline for device security,
DoD will be able to leverage the full suite of capabilities
available on next-generation mobile devices while modernizing workforce mobility and information technology
infrastructure.
In particular, the combination of the following capabilities, some of which are already offered on commercial
mobile devices, will provide the foundation for the
expansive adoption of leading-edge mobile devices
within DoD.
CONTINUOUS MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION

Today’s smartphones are already leaving behind the
notoriously insecure password, offering biometric
verification options (retinal and fingerprint scans) as
sign-on credentials and allowing users to adjust verification settings based on their location.10 In the near
future, powerful processors and more capable sensors
will enable mobile devices to conduct continuous, multifactor authentication via the verification of multiple
biometric signatures and patterns of behavior, such
as keystroke dynamics. Instead of prompting users
to provide credentials at pre-determined intervals,
handsets and tablets will constantly verify users’ identities, increasing the physical security of mobile devices
and the difficulty of stealing or faking credentials to gain
access to data.

4

DEVICE INTEGRITY AND DATA SECURITY

Hardware-based security and methods of protecting and
isolating sensitive data can provide new levels of assurance that devices’ hardware, firmware, and software
have not been corrupted and their operation will not
compromise information security. In the same way
user authentication verifies a trusted device operator,
so-called “roots of trust” embedded inside hardware
components, where they are most secure, are a foundational security element that provides evidence and
verification of device integrity and ensures that a handset
or tablet is operating as authorized.11 Furthermore, while
devices are running in a trusted state, sensitive data
can be isolated to prevent interaction with less secure
software or applications running on a mobile device and
vice versa. Methods of isolation such as session management, virtualization, and sandboxing offer varying
degrees of separation, from creating isolated environments within an operating system to setting hardware
level boundaries.
SECURE NETWORK ACCESS AND
SIGNATURE MANAGEMENT

While the physical security of mobile devices and dataat-rest is essential, it must be complemented by equally
trusted methods of remotely accessing and transporting
data in order for mobility to be both secure and useful.
Virtual private network (VPN) tunneling allows for
secure communications across public networks by
encrypting and encapsulating packets of data.12 Mobile
use of VPN tunnels allows devices to securely and
remotely connect to private networks. Data-in-transit
can be further protected by hardware that maximizes
signature management strategies. Multiple input/
multiple output methods of transmitting data allow
mobile devices to send and receive packets of data that
have been broken up and sent from multiple antennas.
What this means is that single streams of data contain
incomplete information, reducing the risks posed by
interception.
Combined, these features maximize the security
of data-at-rest and data-in-transit while supporting
superior performance and a satisfying user experience.
Leveraging the full spectrum of capabilities of near
future mobile devices would not only push DoD to the
forefront of workforce mobility but also would increase
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This graphic is derived from the National Institute of Standards and Technology report, Guidelines on Hardware-Rooted Security in
Mobile Devices. It describes a notional mobile device architecture stack of hardware, firmware, and software. 20

the security and business value of existing information technology infrastructure. In particular, applying
the higher, more accurate standards of authentication
provided by advanced mobile devices to public key
infrastructure within the Pentagon could significantly
improve information security simply through better
access control.
In Practice
When businesses and organizations put mobile devices
to work, they consistently experience increased productivity and improved efficiency.13 More flexible and secure
access to DoD data will certainly compound the common
benefits of workforce mobility, but leading-edge mobile
technology can provide even more advantages unique to
the DoD use case.

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY AND IMPROVED
EFFICIENCY IN CLASSIFIED SETTINGS

Currently, secure remote access to classified networks
and data among cleared DoD employees exists only at
the Secret level on select government and commercial devices separate from the unclassified portfolio.14
Furthermore, the use of mobile devices is prohibited
within sensitive compartmented information facilities,
often preventing employees with offices in a classified
space from taking advantage of capabilities unique
to mobile devices during working hours. Expanding
employees’ classified mobility and access to data could
dramatically increase productivity and improve efficiency because the current baseline of classified mobile
services is so low. Supporting efficient collaboration at
classified levels via enhanced mobility is essential among
a workforce that is dispersed within a large building with
complex and restrictive access procedures and between
employees on frequent and extended travel.
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U.S. Army General Martin E. Dempsey discusses cybersecurity at a June 2013 Brookings Institution conference,
speaking positively of network consolidation efforts and 4G wireless access for certified smartphones and tablets.
(D. Myles Cullen/DVIDS)

INFRASTRUCTURE BENEFITS

The authentication credentials and security of next-generation mobile devices offer the Department of Defense
an opportunity to re-evaluate the role of its aging information technology infrastructure and initiate necessary
modernization efforts. Beyond security, commercial
mobile devices offer a host of capabilities that could
replace duplicative, single-function systems throughout
the Pentagon with more effective solutions that will
lower long-term costs:
• Replacing identification and public key infrastructure credentials with the continuous, multi-factor
authentication provided by mobile devices offers
a more secure alternative to the common access
card (CAC). While requiring an upfront investment,
eliminating CAC cards and readers eventually would
reduce IT maintenance costs as modernization
would effectively occur alongside mobile device
updates.
• Mobile authentication methods combined with
complete desktop virtualization would allow DoD to
remove hard drive storage from personal computers,
centralizing sensitive data on department servers or
with cloud services. This approach would support a
6

work environment in which employees can transition seamlessly between devices and maximize
productivity wherever they work.
• Conducting videoconferences over mobile devices
would allow the department to eliminate the need
to use and maintain Tandberg systems, allowing
interagency partners with lower IT budgets to collaborate with DoD without purchasing expensive
videoconferencing equipment.
Bring Your Own Device to the Pentagon
The Department of Defense could acquire leading-edge
mobile devices through the current COBO model, but in
order to capitalize on all the benefits advanced mobility
has to offer and continue to stay current as the technology progresses, DoD instead should take a bring your
own device (BYOD) approach. Allowing DoD employees
to use their personal devices for work would be
cheaper, easier to manage, and lead to better technology
outcomes.15 Furthermore, implementing the BYOD
model would not require large procurement efforts,
simply a revision of policy, making this new approach an
easy but unlikely solution for the department.
The BYOD approach is not without federal
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support – as early as 2012, the federal chief information
officer issued a toolkit supporting agencies seeking to
implement a BYOD model of mobility.16 In a 2013 memorandum on Department of Defense Commercial Mobile
Device Implementation Plan, the department identified
BYOD as a “long-term objective,” but noted that “existing
DoD policies, operational constructs, and security vulnerabilities currently prevent the adoption of devices that are
unapproved and procured outside of official government
acquisition.”17 With advanced mobile technology’s significant improvements to device security, the major barriers
to adoption are within DoD’s control.
A BYOD model would require DoD to do little beyond
establish minimum requirements for mobile devices,
develop a provisioning mechanism to configure personal
handsets and tablets, and install more robust wireless
infrastructure, such as base stations and repeaters. While
this transition will incur some added costs at the outset,
the long-term benefits of BYOD are significant.
BENEFITS

First and foremost, a BYOD model of mobility would
eliminate many future obstacles to adopting the next
generations of leading-edge mobile technology. Allowing
employees to use their personal devices for work will
increase the speed of device turnover and introduce a
wider variety of mobile devices at DoD. As a result, DoD
will naturally implement device upgrades as mobile
technology continues to improve, experiencing more
immediate benefits from commercial competition as different manufacturers rise and fall. Policy that is adaptive
to incremental changes in technology will better prepare
the department for broad future trends, such as the
move away from cabled information systems to wireless
infrastructure.
Second, given the ubiquity of highly capable commercial devices, BYOD would eliminate the gap between the
user experience employees are able to achieve on their
personal handset or tablet compared to their DoD devices
under a COBO model. Employee satisfaction would rise, as
BYOD offers a more modern and customizable user experience and streamlines personal and work computing on a
single, dual-use device. Reducing DoD users’ frustrations
would also curb attempts to work around limited models
of workforce mobility, lowering the risks to information
systems introduced by unauthorized user behavior.

Third, implementing the BYOD approach would be less
costly than attempting to recreate its benefits via alternative models that rely on DoD-issued mobile devices. It
is cheaper to provision personal devices and reimburse
or provide a mobile stipend to employees than to match
device turnover at the speed of technological change
through government procurement of handsets or tablets.
Additionally, ensuring continued modernization through
a BYOD model would limit the high costs associated with
maintaining outdated infrastructure likely to remain in
place if existing procurement policies persist. Furthermore,
reductions in overall cost would leave room to provision
more devices more frequently under a BYOD model,
meaning employees could upgrade their devices as often as
they choose without sacrificing DoD connectivity.
Lastly, DoD implementation would provide a proven and
secure model for other government agencies with smaller
IT budgets. Given the pace of technological change, a
number of institutions are seeking to upgrade the mobile
devices issued to staff – Android devices and iPhones
are the new standard on the Hill, and the White House
recently made the switch to iPhones.18 Setting a strong
example of workforce mobility within DoD will show
clearly how enterprise-level benefits offered by advanced
mobile technology can be maximized in terms of security
and cost by a forward-thinking approach. As more government agencies consider how to take advantage of the
capabilities that leading-edge mobile devices have to offer,
best practices established by DoD can guide cost-effective
strategies for adoption.
Where highly regulated DoD models of mobility once
mitigated the weaknesses inherent in older generations
of mobile devices, now such policies undermine information security as they slow DoD adoption of advanced
mobile technology and keep the department from taking
advantage of the full host of capabilities mobility has to
offer. There is always some level of risk within the field
of information technology, and next-generation mobile
devices will not be without weaknesses. Yet, given the
advances in mobile computing and the capabilities of near
future devices, DoD will face greater risks from failing to
leverage leading-edge technology than from mobile devices
themselves. Implementing a BYOD model of mobility will
address this challenge and support the Department of
Defense in capitalizing on new mobile capabilities at the
speed of change.
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A pilot with Marine Light Attack Helicopter Squadron 269 uses a tablet to mark friendly and enemy targets during a 2016 urban close
air support exercise in Arizona. (Lance Cpl. Andrew Huff/ U.S. Marine Corps)

Conclusion
In spite of the significant opportunities for technological advancement and benefits to workforce mobility
offered by a BYOD model, the Department of Defense is
unlikely to abandon the current procurement policy or
mobility program to initiate sweeping change. In reality,
successfully overcoming bureaucratic impediments and
an entrenched culture of risk aversion will require a
measured approach.
The initial challenge will be to prove that advanced
mobile technology is compatible with DoD security
demands in practice. Implementing a small-scale
program using a COBO model to issue DoD employees
approved COTS handsets and tablets with full access
to the features of advanced devices is a viable first step
toward the BYOD model. As the technology is verified
and the BYOD model gains support, DoD can adjust
policy as required and scale up over time, modernizing
information technology infrastructure gradually to
support and shift more capabilities to mobile devices as
appropriate.
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In the future, advanced mobile technology will offer
different and potentially more significant benefits to
consider in operational and battlefield environments. For
example, tighter control over data-in-transit will support
stronger signature management, enhancing battlefield
survivability. DoD experience with adopting next-generation mobile devices in a headquarters environment will
be invaluable to determining the best way to integrate
and take advantage of new mobile technology in even
more sensitive operational settings.
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